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CONSTELLATION CODE OF CONDUCT
PEGASUS FARM CAMPGROUND
480 ARNOLD HILL ROAD
ELKINS, WV 26241

While we strive to keep the number of hard and fast rules that we have to a minimum, certain
types of behavior serve only to harm other participants or the event itself. Radical inclusion
means that strangers are welcome to participate in our community; it does not mean tolerance
of harmful behaviors.This document identifies behaviors and actions that will not be tolerated
at Playa del Fuego, Constellation or other events sponsored by FirePony Creative Society.
A copy of the FPCS Code of Conduct will be on-site
for FirePony Creative Society sponsored events in
the Ranger and First Aid notebooks or other relevant
locations. In addition, participants of any FirePony
Creative Society-sponsored events are expected to
comply with all federal, state, and local laws. (The
terms herein are used in a commonsense manner
and not necessarily as legal terms of art.)

ing basic safety rules is not acceptable. An example would be spinning fire without a safety after
being reminded not to do so.
•• Entering the event without invitation. All participants, volunteers, Board Members, landowners,
etc. gain entry to our events by purchasing tickets, or as a vendor under contract with FirePony
Creative Society Any other entry will be considered
trespassing.

Participants may report any incident in which another participant is behaving in an abusive, intimidating, threatening, or unsafe manner. Physical hazards,
such as unsafe art installations or fires, should be
referred to Rangers.

What is Constellation?

There & Back Again

Constellation is a new regional Burning Man
Event to be held early Fall at Pegasus Campground in Elkins, West Virginia, run by FirePony
Creative Society. Constellation is an experiment
in collaborative community featuring art and
music created by those who join us to participate. Attendees are known as participants.
There are no spectators at Constellation Burn;
everyone collaborates in some way to create the
event. Inspired by the Burning Man festival, it is
a place for radical self-expression and an experiment in temporary community building. It is a
place of acceptance, inclusivity, and respect. It
is organized entirely by volunteers. Art and entertainment are created solely by participants.
There are no concession stands. No cash transactions (except ice sales and in & out passes)
are permitted at Constellation; even bartering is
discouraged.

ENTRY
Thurs 10/10: 12pm (noon) to 12am (midnight)
Fri 10/11: 9am to 12am (midnight)
Sat 10/12: 9am to 4pm

This is a sincere experiment in creating a gift
economy. It is expected everyone contributes
to the community in some meaningful way and
gives as much as they receive. There are many
ways to give; do not limit yourself to material
gifts.. If you need something, ask for it. If you
have it, gift it! Constellation is a blank canvas;
expect nothing . . . bring everything.

Greeters will meet you at the gate to warmly welcome you.
When you are directed to parking, follow their instructions.
No re-entry without a pass (see page 3).
EXODUS
Saturday 11pm to Monday 12pm (noon)
Exit left on Arnold Hill then left on Country Club to 250 N
To I-79 & points west: 92 N to US-33 W
To I-81 and points east: US-33 E

NEAREST HOSPITAL
DAVIS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL (10 min)
812 Gorman Ave, Elkins, WV 26241
Tel: (304) 636-3300
Out of the event, take a left onto Arnold Hill Rd. Turn left
on Country Club Rd. Turn right at Elkins Equipment to
stay on Country Club Rd. Turn left onto US-219 N/US-250
N/Beverly Pike/Seneca Trail. Turn left onto Reed street.
Turn left onto Gorman Ave.

•• Destruction, using, or taking of property. If it is
not yours, leave it alone, unless you have the consent of the owner of the property. Consent may be
implied where there is a clear intent to "gift" items,
but if in doubt, verbal confirmation is encouraged.
This section includes theft, deliberate destruction
of property, and vandalism.

The following types of behavior are unacceptable
at FirePony Creative Society-sponsored events,
including, but not limited to, Playa del Fuego and
Constellation:

•• Incidents Occurring Previously, or Outside of
FirePony Creative Society-sponsored Events. The
Board may consider the following in relation to the
ability to participate in future events: patterns of
behavior (including stalking or harassment), history of prior misconduct, alleged criminal acts, or
violations of these policies (or similar policies at
other events), and criminal charges or protective
orders that have been filed against the participant
when they come to our attention.

•• Consent violations, especially of an aggressive or
sexual nature. This includes any kind of non-consensual physical contact with the body of another, regardless of claimed intent. This section also
includes non-consensual intoxication (i.e. putting
a drug into someone’s drink without their knowledge). The severity of response will depend on the
type of conduct and the circumstances. FirePony
Creative Society takes consent violations very seriously. If you aren’t sure, ask, and make sure you
have enthusiastic consent!

•• The most severe penalty our community can impose on a participant for such behavior is ejection
from the event or a suspension from participation in one or more future FirePony Creative Society-sponsored events (such as Playa del Fuego and
Constellation). Other actions, such as a warning or
a removal from volunteering in a safety-sensitive
volunteer position, are also possible. (Obviously,
the legal system may impose other sanctions for
some actions.)

•• Stalking/Harassment. If someone asks you to
leave them alone, do not continue to engage with
them or follow them around. Verbal assaults, especially of a continued, aggressive, and/or sexual
nature are harassment.
•• Hate Speech. Anything that consists of an incitement to hatred primarily against a group of people
defined in terms of race, ethnicity, national origin,
gender, religion, or sexual orientation.

Nothing herein is intended to or shall waive the right
of the Board of Directors of FirePony Creative Society
to restrict the access to FirePony Creative Society
events of an individual or entity as it may determine,
in its sole discretion, is warranted.

•• Endangering others. Do not do things that will put
others in serious danger or bring prohibited items
(such as fireworks not authorized by the fire team)
to an event. While we all accept that attending
events like Constellation presents risks, disregard-
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RULES & POLICIES

DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR TOWEL IS?
Lessons in Really Radical Self-Reliance

Constellation is an exercise in radical self-reliance. Bring everything you will need. Gifts
are a wonderful expression of community, but you must take responsibility for your own
survival and well-being. Do not show up expecting the community to take care of you. We
have dedicated volunteers at first aid, but they are an emergency resource only. Don't rely
on them for basic stuff. Prepare now so you can relax later!

MUST HAVE

NICE TO HAVE

 Bedding and shelter of some type (tents/sleeping bags, pillows)
 Three gallons of water per person per day for
drinking, dishwashing, food prep, etc. Keep a
water bottle with you (try a reusable one!)
 Enough food and beverages for your entire group
for the length of your stay
 All required prescriptions and toiletries, etc.
 First aid kit
 Clothes for warm, cold, wet, and dry conditions
 Single-ply toilet paper
 Garbage bags
 Can or bottle opener
 Portable ashtrays if you smoke (try mint tins)
 Headlamps or flashlights
 Fresh batteries
 Sunscreen and sunglasses
 Sturdy closed-toe footwear
 A cup for beverages. Many camps serve drinks,
but you must have your own cup
 Your ID if you plan to drink alcohol
 Anything else you can’t live without
(insurance card!)

 Shade structures, umbrellas, rain gear, other
things to keep you dry if it rains
 Rebar to keep your structures on the ground
 Coolers for perishable food and drinks
 Cooking stove
 Earplugs; not everyone will sleep when you do
 Sleep eyemask; see above
 Watertight protective bags like heavy Ziplocs
for cameras, electronic gear, etc.
 Baby wipes/handy wipes

Breaking rules has consequences. These may include being ejected from the event
and/or being unable to attend future events. See constellationburn.org for the
complete, up-to-date list of rules and policies.

Illegal Activity

 Sun hat
 Seating, because you can’t dance forever
 Simple tool kit and a sewing kit
 Abundant amounts of whatever makes your
life better: beer, bacon, chocolate, coffee, etc.
 Blinky lights, toys, magical fabulousness,
handmade, heartfelt, and swell stuff to share;
anything you think would make things more
fun for you and your fellow Constellationites

RANGERS ARE HERE TO HELP
Rangers are not cops or your mom, but they help ensure that everyone's having the
best burn possible. Rangers do their thing via the FLAME method: Find Out, Listen,
Analyze, Mediate, Explain. You don’t need to be a Ranger to do this yourself! If something
or someone is bothering you, try to talk to that person calmly and work it out. If something doesn’t
seem right, ask about it; Find Out what’s going on. You may discover it’s not really a problem. Or you
discover that it is, you can make a request for change or explain some of our community guidelines.
If something is more intense or complicated than a minor disagreement, or if you need help from an outside resource, find a Ranger (look for folks with walkie talkies). If you don’t see one nearby, head over to
Center Camp and find Ranger Headquarters (behind Command Module) and the Ranger Base Radio. There
are instructions posted near the radio on how to turn it on and call for an available Ranger to meet you at
Command Module. We are ready and waiting to help you have an awesome Constellation!

WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW MORE? Ranger Meet & Greets are held at 7pm Thursday and Friday.
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Offloading and Parking
Do not park in roadways or paths. Once you unload
gear and park, your vehicle must stay where it is
parked until you leave the event. Every vehicle entering the site requires a car pass, which cost $20
and must be pre-purchased through the ticketing
system. The only exception is if you have applied
for and received an RV Permit (more info below).

Drinking and Driving
Any ticket holder found driving while intoxicated/
under the influence may be banned from the
event for no less than one year and possibly for
life. The BOD reserves the right to ban participants suspected of altered driving based on
concerns raised by members of the community.
A motorized vehicle is defined as a non-human
powered vehicle and includes cars, RVs, buses, art
cars, tractors, go-karts, golf carts, scooters, and
similar devices.

On-Site Parking Permits
On-site vehicle permits (either car camping or RV)
are available on a first-come, first-serve basis,
determined via pre-registration with our City
Planning team. Permits may also be available for
Theme Camping on-site parking, which must be
requested from our City Planning team. These
permits must be displayed at all times. Sleeping
in your car in the parking lot is strictly prohibited.

IN & OUT

 Rope, string, paracord, duct tape, zip ties
 Fuel for stoves, generators, mutant vehicles

can be purchased at constellationburn.org for
pickup at Camp Recharge (you can purchase
passes onsite at this location too).

Please abide by all relevant local, state, and
federal laws. Constellation does not condone ANY
illegal activity and will cooperate with all local,
county, state, and federal officials.

Wristbands
Everyone is required to wear wristbands. Anyone found without a wristband will be ejected.
Replacements can be acquired at the Front gate
during ticketing hours. If someone asks to see
your wristband, please show it. Gate crashers will
be ejected.

Off-Limit Areas
There are several areas at Pegasus campground
that are off-limits, most notably the owner’s
home. Other off-limits areas exist and will be
marked. If there is a question about a particular
area, contact a ranger for clarification. In general,
use good judgment. If you disrespect off-limit
areas, Constellation is not responsible for what
happens to you. At a minimum, you will be forced
to leave.

Scalped and Counterfeit Tickets
Scalped and counterfeit tickets violate core
principles of our event and are not tolerated.
These tickets are void and will not be accepted
for admittance or exchanged for a wristband.
Wristbands obtained with scalped or counterfeit
tickets or in any other nefarious manner will be
voided and the wearer ejected.

SOUND POLICY
This sound policy was created to ensure the greatest amount of creative freedom while maintaining
happy neighbors inside and outside the event and
also creating a collaboratively supportive event
environment. See the full language at constellationburn.org

Early Entry
Early entry (before noon Thursday) is available for
those helping with city setup, and for artist who
require additional time to build their art. Everyone
entering early must be pre-registered to do so.
Early entry coordinators will manage the list of
volunteers and help direct setup on site. Early
volunteers must agree to follow the direction of
the early entry coordinator and/or departmental
coordinators.

•• Amplified sound shall be permitted between
the hours of 10:00 am and 2:00 am.
•• From 2:00 – 10:00 a.m., all subwoofers (any device
capable of emitting sound below 100 HZ) shall be
turned off and the sound shall be no louder than
70 db at a distance of 50’ from the source of the
sound, or at the property line if said property line
is closer than 50’ to the source.

Re-Entry
Driving in-and-out is strongly discouraged during
the event. In-and-out passes are $20 each, and
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•• All Sound Camps agree to have a representative
who will meet with at least one representative
from the Theme Camp Placement, City Planning
and Sound Departments prior to the event (generally during pre-event construction) to determine and set appropriate sound levels for their
camp as well as the direction of their speaker
setup, and each day during the event to review
any issues from the night before if required.
These meetings will be determined on-site by the
participating parties.
•• All camps will adhere to the sound levels so-established, with violators being subject to being
shut down for the duration of the event.

MINORS & CHILDREN
THE INTERNET IS FOREVER
You think it’s all fun and games now, but
THINK… a careless social media post could
jeopardize a career, make a messy divorce
messier, OR WHO KNOWS WHAT ELSE .
Never post photos of other people to
social media without permission.
BE THOUGHTFUL.
GET CONSENT BEFORE YOU POST.

•• Constellation recommends the use of limiters
or similar equipment to help manage Sound
Camp sound levels. We also encourage the use
of personal decibel meters for Sound Camps to
random sample their own sound levels. No two
camps are guaranteed the same levels for their
sound; comparisons should not be drawn from
camp to camp.

brought to you by the pan-galactic ad council

•• It is prohibited to take pictures in a camp or of
a person that has posted a "No Photos" sign, or
at an event where a "no photos" policy has been
announced.

PHOTOGRAPHY & VIDEO

•• We expect photographers to be open about
their activities. If someone is seen trying to hide
that they are taking pictures, malicious intent
may be assumed.

Individuals retain legal rights to the use of their
images, and the use of any media for commercial
purposes is strictly forbidden without the express
•• Photographers: obtain permission to take
written permission of Playa del Fuego, Inc. and any
pictures of individuals. This permission would
subjects of the photographs and video. Contact the
ideally be obtained beforehand. However, if a
BOD for more information.
great candid shot presents itself, a digital pho•• Photographers may not photograph anyone
tographer may choose to "shoot first," and ask
who requests not to be photographed, and must
permission afterwards. He/she is still obligated
destroy any existing images at the subject’s
to erase the picture if the subject does not
request, even if prior consent had been granted.
approve.
•• A photographer may take a picture of groups
of people, or of artwork with people nearby, in
a public area that has no specific prohibition
against it, without asking permission of all
the people that incidentally appear in the shot.
However, it is expected that the photographer
will exercise judgment about the content of
their photographs, and will obtain consent
whenever practical.

HEY GRUMPUS

ARE YOU DEHYDRATED?
Feeling uncharacteristically cranky

•• If a photographer is perceived to be violating
these rules, guidelines, or the community trust,
they may be confronted by any member of the
community. If the problem cannot be resolved,
ask a Ranger to help mediate. Anyone violating
Constellation rules or interfering with other’s
safety and enjoyment of the event may be
evicted. Despite the Constellation photography
policy, Constellation cannot be held responsible
if a photo of you appears in public.

Rapid or sudden weight loss
Increased thirst and dry mouth
Stopped sweating
Weakness or lightheadedness (worse on standing)
Dark urine or a decrease in urination
DRINK ENOUGH WATER TO PISS CLEAR
IF SYMPTOMS ARE SEVERE, SEE MEDICAL
brought to you by the pan-galactic ad council
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HELP WANTED

For the protection of minor children (anyone
under age 18) and in accordance with WV law, any
minor attending this event must be accompanied
by someone with legal authority to make decisions for the minor or child.
•• You are responsible for the care, supervision,
and well-being of the minor AT ALL TIMES. The
accompanying guardian must have signed
an event waiver of liability for the minor (see
website for details).
•• There may be activities that are not suitable for
children or behavior that you may not wish your
children to see. Do not expect anyone to censor
their behavior because children are present.

GATE

Check in all arriving life forms!

GREETERS & PARKING

Welcome people home and Tetris their cars!

•• Inability to care for the minors you bring to
the event can result in ejection. Unacceptable
behavior of a minor under your supervision (examples: underage drinking, vandalism, theft)
can also result in ejection.

FIRST AID

Fix the ouchies!

LAMPLIGHTERS

Keep our town safely lit at night!

•• For legal and safety reasons, minors may not
ranger nor be responsible for checking IDs at
gate. Coordinators/shift leads have the right
to remove unsupervised minors from tasks or
shifts at their discretion.

LEAVE NO TRACE

Make it look like we were never here!

PERIMETER

Be a watchful eye around the Burning Stuff!

FIRE & POWER

SANCTUARY

Fireworks

Burners helping burners through it

Do not bring fireworks. As part of our event
stipulations with landowner the use of ANY pyrotechnics that are not part of a pre-registered and
approved art project is forbidden and may result
in steep fines, arrest, and possible ejection from
the event.

RANGERS

Not the cops and not your mom; but here to
help when things go wrong!

VOLUNTEER COORDINATION
& APPRECIATION
Wrangle ‘em, then thank ‘em!

Fire Lanterns
Fire lanterns (aka Chinese fire lanterns or sky
lanterns) are prohibited. They are flying, flaming
MOOP whose trajectory can’t be controlled or
predicted.

GUARDIANS

Protect the gate after-hours!

RIGGING

Make the fireworks go boom ... safely!

Fire Performance
All fire is prohibited inside or under any of the
structures, including fire performance (like fire
spinning and breathing, etc.) as well as burn
barrels and LP effects. Fire performances are to
be done with a "safety"; in a clearing, away from
personal property and other people. No more
than two performers for any one Safety, minimum. No fire performances under any overhead
wires. Props are to be spun off away from others
or their property. In all cases, fuel dumps should
be secured and away from all open flames. Fire
performers who want to perform with Conclave

WOULD YOU LIKE TO
KNOW MORE?
Skitter your hundreds of legs
to the Command Module

TODAY!
Future coordinator or leadership positions:
CONSTELL ATIONBURN.ORG
brought to you by the pan-galactic assimilation council
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advance for approval and coordination. There is
no guarantee that your art will burn. Plan other
creative ways to destroy your art (you must still pack
out your MOOP). Don’t ever throw toxic or dangerous
things into any fire.

during Burn should contact Conclave before the
event, or sign up at Command Module before 1pm
on Friday.

Open Flame
No fire barrels or open fire shall be left unattended. This includes candles, torches or any open
flame. At least one camp member must be within
visual distance at all times. If found unattended
while lit, open flames may be extinguished if there
is sufficient hazard; extinguish open fire at the request of any Ranger or FRT personnel. Burn barrels
shall be secure and constructed in a way that the
bottom surface is at least 6" from the ground to
prevent damage to the ground.

Generators
Generators are a fire hazard and must be attended
at all times when running, as well as boxed to minimize their polluting effects. If a generator must be
used, it should be sited in such a way to minimize
its effect on neighbors and the community.

LEAVE NO TRACE (LNT)
LNT is an important but simple principle of our
community. The goal is leave things in better condition than we found them and not leave problems
for others to deal with. That means no ground burn
scars, no trash (cigarette butts, poop, feathers,
sofas, bacon grease, beer cans, glitter, or sequins)
and no altering or destroying trees or existing
structures.

Firewood
Firewood is provided. Please do not bring your
own. It is illegal to transport firewood (including brush and driftwood) into and out of West
Virginia; the state is under quarantine for invasive
species.
On the entire event grounds, all liquid fuels such
as gasoline and diesel that are stored in camp
must be kept at least 30’ away from any flame,
ignition, or radiant heat. Any camps or installations housing fuels shall be required to keep an
extinguisher and dousing water within reach of
their fuel storage and assure safe operation of any
fire within their camp/installation.

Porta Potties
If it wasn’t made by your body, don’t put it in the potty.
Biowaste and one-ply toilet paper only. "Flushable"
baby wipes, tampons, pads, food, beer bottles, etc.
are MOOP. They clog the pottie and may result in
our potties not getting emptied on schedule. Do
not abandon your trash on the floor or bench of a
potty. Pack it out with you. Wash your hands, illness
spreads fast!

Pressurized Gas Art/ Poofers
All Pressurized Gas Art installations are to be
inspected before ignition. The Installation Artist
shall assist the Fire Safety Team with checking all operational parts, placement and usage
limitations of the installation piece. Once cleared
ignition can begin. From transport onto the
property until exodus, the Installation Artist shall
retain all responsibility of the equipment, fuel,
and operation of the Art.

Garbage
You must carry out out your trash. Burn barrels are
not trash cans and there are no public trash cans
at this event. You are responsible for all the trash
you create. Don’t ask someone if they have a trash
can. They don’t.

Ash Dump
Spent ashes must go in the ash dump. Ask a
Ranger, DPW, or smartie-pants where it is. Extinguish your fires with enough time for them to cool
during your pack out.

Burnable Art
If you plan on bringing art that you want to burn
you must contact the Burning Art Coordinator in

FIRST AID IS HERE TO HELP
Sometimes people get banged up, or sick, or dehydrated, and it's too much
for Radical Self-Reliance or Civic Responsibility to handle. That's where
First Aid comes in. First Aid is equipped to handle minor injuries and can also
provide more advanced care when necessary, but is NOT responsible for providing
more serious medical treatment. One volunteer on every shift must have a current CPR
certification. Training in both CPR and First Aid is preferred.

Want to volunteer at First Aid? Come by Command Module.
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Recycling
Like trash, you must pack out recycling. You can drop
it off at one of the recycling centers in town or bring it
home for your local pickup.

Gray Water (spent water from washing, cooking, etc)
Do not dispose of any gray water within 100 feet of
the stream or other surface water. Do NOT put it
in the portajohns! All water should be completely
strained to remove particulate matter (try a mesh
colander). Strained, non greasy gray water can be
spread on the ground 100 feet or more from the
stream or other surface water. There are sinks on-site
for washing dishes, but remove grease and matter
before using them to prevent clogs and harm to the
system. For significant grey water, prepare an LNT
plan to carry it out.

Pools
Pools filled with liquid are only allowed in personal
or theme camp areas. They can not be placed in
communal areas. All gray water must be dealt with
appropriately and in accordance to event policy. Do
not dump it out on the ground. If you don’t know
where an appropriate spot is, it is YOUR responsibility to find out. All filled pools must be either attended
by an adult or barricaded at all other times.

ODDS 'N ENDS
No Nudity Within Sight of Gate
If you can see the road or the "outside world" make
sure you are covered.

Vending/Gifting/Bartering/Theft
Vending of any kind is not allowed. This includes
promotion of other events. Bartering is discouraged.
Gifting is not to be confused with bartering. A gift is
offered freely without expectation of an exchange.
Taking something because you want it is still theft.

Animals
Pets and other animals are prohibited, with the exception of service animals.

Art Cars
Art cars are permitted on site but must be pre-registered! Direct questions to ops@constellationburn.org.

Showers
There is a shower house at Pegasus Farm Campground that will be available for use by participants
from 9am- 9pm. Keep it clean, and go easy on the
hot water! Our event is inclusive to all genders and
sexual orientations, and that includes the showers.
Deal. If someone is making you uncomfortable in
the showers, discuss it with them or ask a ranger for
assistance. 
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fulfill your creative visions and contribute to creating these community building experiences.
Anyone can apply for an art grant; you don’t have to be a professional or even consider yourself
an artist. We invite you to create something awesome! See constellationburn.org for the deets.

حرفلا راجفنا بحلا

inside and outside of the earth pig effigy in collaboration with Una the effigy designer.

Scho

Exploding with joy or bursting with anger, however
you define this projects' reaction to your shouting,
your chastising, your ridiculing, your sweet talk,
or your lervvvv, it may indeed both bewilder and
entertain...at least until the propane tanks need
changing.

Fishin' for Butn
SlimE
Fishing for prizes at Balls Camp using camp
structure and creating various art pieces
(necklaces, earrings, pendants, t-shirts etc)
participants can come and fish at our dock during
regularly scheduled fishing hours or if they happen by and a baller is available to assist.

10 Principles Windmill
Forest Fire & Balance
This colorful art piece is approximately 5 feet
tall and 4 feet in diameter. The 4 foot tall base is
a stacking set of triangles with a spinning top
that displays the 10 principles on each "blade".
Burners love to spin things! The base and blades
are colorful during the day and retro-reflective at
night. There is also a guide that helps participants
match up each principle with each symbol.

Giant Rideable Unicorn

Annuit cœptis
Heavy Weather Industries
A large pyramid with an LED all-seeing-eye.

Same Same
A shiny pixie with metal wings approaches you, do
you ask to touch or are you mesmerized by the art
and unable to control your reactions? Come learn
shocking things about electricity, touch consent,
and why hydration is sexy with the consent fairy.
Located at Camp Radish/Oddish and also roving
early evenings around sunset. The wings are
wider than a manspreader on the train, you can't
miss 'em.

The Hippy Zapper

Nexus is a wooden, lasercut jigsaw puzzle whose
hexagonal pieces will be distributed to participants on necklaces. Each piece of Nexus is
designed so that it potentially fits with many other pieces. The result is trillions of possible 7-piece
hexagonal grids of complete image-sentences.

Nighttime Oasis

Will be artistically and beautifully lighting the
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THE BUV (Burner Utility Vehicle)

Euna and the Mid-Atlantic Fire Collective, featuring
art by Quest Skinner

Aubrey & Rainy

Wren Spencer

Temple Tipplah Can, Maya for pulsating sky, though
inspired by Mayan design will be unique in its execution and purpose.

Lessons of the Earth Pig

Nexus

Effigy Lights

Mir Rust

We plan to convert a Kowasaki Mule ATV (basically a
heavy duty art car). We want to equip it with lights,
sound, fire poofers, extra seats, a small trailer,
water tank, built in bar, extra supplies that burners
often forget to bring, and also use it for transportation of people and things.

A 4/5-piece art installation based on metamorphosis, but transitioning starting at the end:
Coffin, "corpse", chrysalis, tree, "angel."

This is an interactive sci-fi journey about
depression and those who love someone with
depression. There will be a physical piece with an
accompanying original sci-fi story based on a real
life relationship.

Temple Tipplah-Can, in Mayan or in translation
from Maya, Temple of the Pulsating Sky

Gold Star Collective

Stilted Saint

Space Cakes

The Papula de Gaia is a large and colorful dome,
which provides a space for people to enter and
relax. At the peak of the dome is a large spherical
light, pulsating rhythmically. Inside the dome, there
is a large breathing moss creature.

The Giant Rideable Unicorn is a massive 11 foot tall
installation covered with 6500 LEDs. The unicorn
can 'trot' or gallop while in motion (with the assistance of a participant).

Metamorphorever

Dark Universe

Bryce Peterson

Doug 'Nataraj' Shire and Laurence 'Radar' Clarkberg

A suckling pig with an apple in the mouth, a feast
at its side, a tiki bar in its belly, a rotating drum
covered in tiled art surfaces, and a slide out the
piggy butt.

Consent Fairy

Papula de Gaia

Step Dad Gary
"The Hippy Zapper" is a MOCK human sized bug
zapper. The outside will look plain, offering just a
glimpse of the inside with music playing. Participants will be able to enter through any side of the
structure (not the roof). The inside will be a small
lounge area.

The Tiger Temple
David Nghiem
The Tiger Temple is the result of four years of research into Vietnam’s now extinct animist cultures
and folklore. It's a resurrection of an ancient artifact, rituals, practices, and beliefs that are extinct
due to Socialist forces during the Cold War era.

Tutus Make People Happy
Jamilah
I will host a make-your-own tutu workshop and provide the materials for participants to make a tutu.

flutterbi

Welcome Home! Lets Start This Off With a Bang!

The music has been loud for days. You walk and
spot some dim lights in the distance. As you
approach, you begin to hear soothing sounds.

Opening night pyrotechnic sky display, and effigy
pyrotechnic display. 

The Mid-Atlantic Fire Collective
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CARL SAGAN

Constellation Art Team Support (CATS) is proud to administer and offer art grants to help you

You see an odd bench. You decide to take a seat
and ease into the experience. From this angle you
can comfortably see these Constellations. You feel
relaxed.

For small creatures such as we,
the vastness is bearable only through love.

2019 ART GRANTS

Theme Camps
1. Deadly Moppets
2. Stardust
3. HSTS (How Sweet the Sound)
4. Balls Camp
5. Camp Nama'Stay in Bed
6. Pink Heart
7. Pyramid People
8. Catastrophe!
9. Camp You Are Here
10. Nacho Average Cuddles
11. Camp Elemental
12. Radish
13. Videogasm
14. Illumination
15. The Playaground
16. Hippy Panda
17. Iguana Chill and Jam Camp
18. Camp Contact
19. Camp Re-Charge
20. Coop De Grace
21. Matriarchal Goddess Training
Camp
22. New Haven
23. Camp Dreadful
24. Cenosilicaphobia
25. TBD Lounge

26. Best Camp
27. Shut Up Dinosaur Stu (SUDS)
28. Jaggerbush Speakeasy
29. Spacebar
30. The Gang Moves Out of Open Camping
31. Safety Brew Safety Camp
32. Easy Bake Coven
33. Camp Jellyfish
34. Bar
35. Shit, Shit, Shit!
36. Camp Lazer
37. Camp Allidaseuq
38. Naaasty
39. LoveLab

Yes. Yes, this is a fertile land, and we
will thrive. We will rule over all this
land, and we will call it... "This Land."
HOBAN "WASH" WASHBURNE

THEME CAMPS
"It's not safe out here. It's wondrous, with treasures to satiate desires both subtle
and gross; but it's not for the timid." — Q

Balls Camp
BALLS Camp, where Ball Gowns will be worn. Balls
will be played with. And/or dodged. Principles will
be upheld.

Bar
Dive Bar for all. Cheap booze. Cheap beer. Poor
service. Questionable staff. Lousy DJ.

BEST Camp
We are a chill camp of seasoned burners offering
space for all adventurers to rest, share stories,
ask questions and we offer an eternal campfire to
warm the soul on those chilly mountain evenings.
We will be hosting a few events over the weekend.

Camp Allidaseuq
Camp Allidaseuq is filled with fun quesos who
have recognized that magic occurs when food
and light meet. We recognize the need for safe
spaces where burners, travelers, and adventurers
can rest a while and share a quesadilla, conversation, craft, and rest before continuing on their
travels. We’re cheesy, better baked, and bring our
playa-proof cuddle puddle that is home to bears,
rabbits, pig races, ramen noodles, gold stars,
gemstones, blacksmiths, lanterns, and blobs.

Camp Contact
Camp Contact offers a space for embodiment to
happen through contact dance, ecstatic dance,
Acro yoga and many other practices.

Camp Dreadful
We invite all other-worldly beings to join us for
spooky fun times! This year’s theme is ZOMBIES!
We have some devilish games in store, but the
fun really begins when the sun goes down. Come
watch horror shorts or prance in the graveyard &
see what liquid libations we've unearthed for you!

Camp Elemental
Moments of thoughtful lightness

Camp Jellyfish
Nekkid Happy Hour
Let's Taco 'Bout It (food event)
Tutus Make People Happy (art grant)

Camp LAZER
Come to Camp Lazer at night for an opportunity to
see arts, lights and music. We offer a welcoming
place to all who wish to boogie down and turn up.

Camp Nama'Stay In Bed
We are a Zen space offering a place to come hang
out, have great conversations, and hugs. We
will have food events, Yoga, crafts, drunk tarot
readings, wine. Our silver twinkie Airstream offers
a quiet place come and with a new HVAC system,
will be climate controlled. Come visit us, we are a
lot of fun.

Camp Re-Charge
Camp Re-Charge is the place to go recharge your
stuff that you use vs. going to your car. We have
USB hubs and powerstrips. Bring your cables
and feel free to leave them or hang out while you
charge. Open 24/7.

Camp You Are Here
Camp You Are Here provides a chill space for
connection and contemplation. We offer presence,
authentic connection, eye gazing and cuddles
with consent. Ask us about angel card readings,
energetic first aid, and information about being
sensitive/HSP, as well as impromptu art and
drum sessions.

Catastrtrophe!
An oasis of chaos in a sea of calm: Welcome to
Catastrophe! where we offer you tarot, cartoons,
sometimes yoga, distinguished cocktails (with
a healthy dose of snark), and finally(!) our Friday
night 90's Gothic Dance Party, this time on Temple
grounds.

Cenosilicaphobia
Cenosilicaphobia is dedicated to the art of the
home brew — be it beer, cider, or mead — and
finding the best company to share it with. So do
you, too, suffer from Cenosilicaphobia — the fear
of an empty glass? Bring your mug by, and we’ll
put your fears to rest.

Coop de Grace
Coop de Grace offers breakfast fare starting at
sun-up with lounge space for you to roost. Join us
Sunday at Noon for Hotcakes and Hotpants where

Theme
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you can show off your beautiful plumage, strut
around in your finest booty-shorts, and enjoy our
brunch offerings before flying the coop.

Deadly Moppets
The Deadly Moppets Lounge awaits you! Come on
by to enjoy the fragrant flavorful hookahs while
sipping hot cardamom-scented Turkish coffee or
tea, and share your experiences with one another.
Let the Lounge transport you inside the magic
lamp to enjoy the sumptuous quarters of the
genie!

Easy Bake Coven
Every coven has its rituals,
ours involve tasty confections & victuals.
Feel at home surrounded by sinners?
EASY BAKE COVEN is chosen family that’s chosen
You
The Lounge is OPEN
Our fiends can’t wAiT to mAkE friends with You.
So get out of your head & into our coffin!
The magic was in You all along.

The Lounge is OPEN
Our fiends can’t wAiT to mAkE friends with You.
So get out of your head & into our coffin!
The magic was in You all along.

Hippy Panda
I make trippy art and a place for people to hangout, watch me do live visual painting and have
fun, talk and build family members, and henna
tattoos.

HSTS (How Sweet The Sound)
Come join us at Camp HSTS (How Sweet The
Sound) to satisfy your sweet tooth and take in
some sweet tunes in a chill environment. Sweets
will be served every day at high noon while supplies last and music will go into the night.

Iguana Chill and Jam Camp
We offer chill space for playing string and percussion (and spontaneous drum circles) instruments
all day and night.

ILLUMINATION
SPREADING LIGHT INTO THE DARKNESS FOR THE
WEARY BURNER.
SHOWING VIDEOS INTO THE NIGHT.
SUPER NINTENDO
SUNDOWN TILL THE GENNY RUNS OUT

Jaggerbush Speakeasy
The Jaggerbush Speakeasy provides a dusky,
delicious retreat from the bright lights and
thumpa-thump of a Burn. Featuring low-key lightTheme

ing and jazzy tunes in a well-designed intimate
space, this 1920's inspired bar & lounge is like
nothing else on playa. Our fully stocked bar serves
high-quality cocktails mixed by excellent bartenders, and our stage is a space for intimate shows
such as "Naked Girls Reading," as well as a variety
of other small-scale creative events.

LoveLab
We a funk palace where groove believers make
their pilgrimage to perform the Get Down Ritual

Matriarchal Goddess Training Camp
Let the Matriarchy take care of you. Matriarchal
Goddess Training Camp is the perfect place for
burners of all genders to step into a world ruled by
the female power. Young Goddesses will learn how
to relax and be served by their male counterparts,
while also learning to unleash their inner goddess.
Men will learn how to operate in a world where
they are subservient to the higher female powers.
For example, shameful male nipples must be
covered at all times, lest they distract the women
from their leadership obligations. We are hosting
a Male Beauty Pageant, Baby Birding Brunch &
Bloody Mary Bar, Male Hair Removal Services,
Glitter Twerkshop, daily Whine & Cheese Hours,
male bodied tampon workshop, plus more to be
announced. This is a consensual, inclusive camp
sensitive to all gender identities.

Naaasty
Come get a filthy and delicious brunch at camp
naaasty. We will be serving blue waffles and dirty
duchesses.

Nacho Average Cuddles
Home of the Amorphous Blob Squad, we are a silly
and welcoming communal space featuring our
famous cuddle puddle couches. Consent reigns
supreme in an environment of raucous joy and
connection. We love to take care of you! Come get
fanned off, warmed off, showered with love. AND
EAT NACHOS!

New Haven
Calling all movers, shakers, can't-sit-still-ers and
that's-my-jam-ers! Get your funky flow on at New
Haven, mess around with a flow prop, maybe pick
up a trick or two. Featuring flow skillshares and
workshops with yoga in the morning... ish.

Pink Heart
Pink Heart invites you to our oasis of shade, fur
couches & pink pillows, chilled cucumber water,
hot water to keep you warm at night and love.
Recalibrate your body, mind, and spirit in our Pink
Lounge while connecting and sharing experiences.
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Pyramid People

your cup, bring your imagination, bring your curiosity, and come chill with us!

We are the Pyramid People. We camp under a giant purple pyramid, we make pyramid necklaces,
and we play games with colorful little pyramids.
Pyramids are cool. (We also dig cubes and round
things.)

WHAT WHERE WHEN

Stardust
Vietnamese Iced Coffee: Sat, Sun, 3:33 PM
Experience the delights of Caphe Suada, or Vietnamese Iced Coffee, a century-old coffee beverage
renowned for its strength & sweetness. 24-hour
Self-Serve Coffee Bar (BYOM).

Radish
Oh! Hello. I didn't see you there. You and your
Pokemon seem to like each other a lot! You should
visit our town's Pokemon Gym. It's called Camp
Radish. At Camp Radish, you can talk about
Pokemon, work on your Pokemon costume, or
have a Pokemon battle! To find the gym, just
follow the singing.

TBD Lounge
TBD Lounge is an inviting space to chill out, listen
to some downtempo tunes, and enjoy a classic
cocktail. From time to time, we also offer additional relaxation services including buffer and
firewand massages.

Safety Brew Safety Camp

The Gang Moves Out of Open Camping

Safety Brew Safety Camp will provide workshops,
discussions, demonstrations, sound advice, and
protective measures. Our goal is for you to survive
the Burn as close to unscathed as you can while
still having fun.

The Gang is back, bringing you Sunny Philadelphia love all the way to WV. Come sit inside
our glowing onion dome. Spin the Philadelphia
Citywide Wheel of Consequences - we never know
what we’ll make you drink. Crafts and booze and
comfy spaces for all who dare - we may even give
you the remote.

Shit, Shit, Shit!
We'll have drinks, we'll have a cuddle puddle, and
some great vibes. This is a combination camp.
Some people from "Camp Shitshow... For Science!"
and "Echo."

The Playaground
Swing set, teeter totter, giant jenga, yard games,
drumming, poofer, craft beer, water station, essentials tree, and more! Come play like kids! Come
relax and have a beer! Come drum! Both pick up
drumming and organized drum circles (check the
WWW for times). The Playaground is here for your
inner child.

Shut Up Dinosaur Stu (SUDS)
We’re always happy to offer a stranger a seat at
the fire, a respite from the rain or sun, or a chance
to hear or share a story. We have a massive 30' x
12' grey reflective shelter with walls for the ultimate in all-weather shelter.

Videogasm

Spacebar

Come by Videogasm and enjoy our open Playa
Theater. We have a diverse collection of shorts, animations, independent productions and just plain
odd offerings. Have a short of your own? Bring it
by. We'll also offer some kind of communal meal
during the event.

We're Spacebar! We like to serve drinks and talk
about science! We have a telescope to look at
stars! We have a spot to chill! We have lots and
lots and lots of alcohol...and we love to experiment.
Talk space with us, talk skepticism with us, bring

"Indications of what humans would call... a wild party." — Data

Ongoing

weekend, and they'll announce the winners Sunday afternoon for a dinner on Sunday evening.

24-Hour Self-Serve Coffee Bar (*BYOM)
In the spirit of our fine playa Do-ocracy, Stardust
is happy to offer you a 24-hour, self-serve coffee
station on Friday, Saturday and Sunday! How do
we do it? EASY - we make you do it! So bring your
own mug (BYOM), and sally up to the coffee maker. We're gonna go out on a limb here, and assume
you've used one before (btw, if you're looking for
our Vietnamese Iced Coffee Service, that will be
held as an event, on Sat/Sun at 3:33 PM)
Bring: *BYOM = Bring your own Mug
Location: Stardust

Sanctuary is here to provide a safe space for participants who become overwhelmed
or just need a place to decompress for a period of time. Some people may reach a
point where they need sanctuary, perhaps due to the newness of the event for a newcomer, a
disagreement with a campmate or partner, or anxiety over any other difficult experience. Whatever
the reason, Sanctuary is a starting point for participants experiencing anxiety. We provide a calm,
secluded place to relax and get back in a better state of mind with the help of our wonderful caring
volunteers. We are here to help you get your groove back. We work closely with First Aid and Rangers,
who provide complimenting services when needed.

Want to volunteer at Sanctuary? Training at 1pm on Friday.
Theme
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High Noon Stretching- 12pm at TBD camp
One hour of stretching and mobility. Stretch out
your kinks from the night and get you ready for
the day.
Bring: Matt, towel, water, straps (optional)
Location: TBD Camp

Horror Shorts and Movies (18+)
Come rest those rotting bones while indulging in
the demise of others. Serving up scares nightly!

Buffer Massage (18+)
Get buff(ed) at TBD Lounge! We'll have a buffer
massager and table available during open bar
hours. Ask a camp member for more information.
Location: TBD Lounge

Constellation Cornhole
Take car. Go to mum’s. Kill Phil, grab Liz, go to
Camp Dreadful, have a nice cold pint, play cornhole and wait for all of this to blow over.
Location: Camp Dreadful

Location: Camp Dreadful
Adult (18+)

IGUANA JAM (18+)
Bring your rattles, bring your strings, bring your
songs and let the wild rumpus start! Come jam
with the Iguanas during the day or night. Bring an
instrument if you have one or borrow one from us.
Location: Iguana Chill Camp
Adult (18+)

Karnak-gram (18+)

Dark Bathroom Identity
Do you know how to identify people in the dark?
Let us show you. Come on by the First Portopotty
Bring: yourself
Location: Portos

Duck to Table

SANCTUARY IS HERE TO HELP

Bring: Oddly enough, nothing
Location: Open camping (we'll tell the winners specifically)

Join us at Camp Fuck a Duck for a Duck to Table
EXTRAVAGANZA. Thursday / Friday come pet the
ducks! We dress them on Saturday and cook them
on the Effigy Saturday night!! Midnight DUCK DINNER. Come see the magic that is the circle of life!
Location: Camp Fuck a Duck

Happy Anniversary to You! (18+)
Forget your anniversary? In dire need of a good
date night? Eric and Sarah have your back! To
celebrate their fifth anniversary, they're raffling off
the playa's fanciest dinner to two lucky winners.
They'll be walking around collecting entries all
OnGoing

Do you want to give the gift that will never be
forgotten, no matter how much they spend on
therapy? Do you know someone who has everything and you want them to throw it all up? Give
them a Karnak-gram! Karnak will surprise the
person you choose by laying in wait in their tent
and giving them a gift he makes with his own
body! Please assure your recipient is asleep before
scheduling a delivery time.
Bring: Don't worry, Karnak will bring it.
Location: Your nightmares

Camp Re-Charge
Hours of Operation for Camp Re-Charge will be 24
hours a day. If the lights are on in the Camp ReCharge Tent...we are up and running. We are just
on the right as you enter OPEN Camping across
the railroad tracks. Look for all the white pop up
tents by the grove of trees. Bring your own cords
to charge whatever you need. We will have fast
charging USB Hubs and power strips. No high en-
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ergy items like tea kettles, toasters or those really
big sex toys you naughty campers have hidden in
your tents. Camp Re-Charge is also where you can
go to purchase/reserve ice. See ice pickup details
in other parts of guide. We also sell Constellation
In/Out Passes for one time use for $20. We can
only accept V/MC/Amex and Discover ...no cash.
All purchases go directly into the Constellation
master PayPal account.
Bring: Your cords, etc.
Location: Just across the Railroad tracks on the right
side in OPEN CAMPING

Paint our Camp!
Our dome may look like an onion, but the inside
is getting pretty snazzy, thanks to burners like
you. Come help us paint our art! We'll bring the
supplies, you bring the talent. Ongoing whenever
someone is in camp to fetch materials.
Bring: Yourself, we've got the rest!
Location: The Gang Moves Out of Open Camping

Philadelphia Citywide Wheel of
Consequences (21+)

looking for Pokemon battles. Be careful - if you
make eye contact, they might challenge you! Don't
be scared, just grab a nearby person to be your
Pokemon and try your best.

Bring: Your beautiful Self
Location: Roaming

Location: Oddish and Roaming

CAN you jump longer than our current champion
Bryan Boru? Lets see you do it!!! Don't bring a
Trampoline, we will have one set up!!!

Roving Poetry Divination
Snugs will be roving the grounds providing individual poetry readings for all you burners. How is
the state of your heart? She might have just the
poem for you! Find her with a Poetry Divination
sign, wandering around the grounds and see what
poem the Universe has in store for you. A stationary poetry reading will take place on Sunday
around 11 AM near the ashes of the effigy.

Bring: Bring a cup!
Location: The Gang Moves Out of Open Camping

PIGMENT OF THE IMAGINATION
Let your inner Pigcasso go hog-wild at the Pigment of the Imagination art studio found at Camp
Tasty in Open Camping. Root around the various
art supplies and squeal with delight over your creation(s). Stop by all day or when the light is on to
paint a porktrait or ham it up on the community
painting. At Pigment of the Imagination - everyone
is an artist! Actual talent not required. Pig puns
appreciated!
Bring: your best pig pun
Location: within Camp Tasty in open camping

Playabrary
(Playa+Library) Books due wheNEVER. We will be
shelved in the vicinity of Camp Tasty and Space
Camp, or look for a wagon full of books wandering
around on Sunday.
Bring: Reading glasses (as needed)
Location: Open Camping/Roaming

Bring: Just your beautiful self! Sober for best results.
Location: Deadly Moppets, ask for Emy

Screaming Bourbon Into The Void (21+)
Every night, 12am to 8am. Help our late friend
Gary's legacy carry on by screaming "BOURBON!!"
into the void as often as possible, as loud as possible. The void will also accept bourbon jokes and
hugging your loved ones as offerings.
Location: Everywhere

SOMEBODY!
ONCE TOLD ME THE WORLD IS GONNA ROLL ME
I AINT THE SHARPEST TOOL IN THE SHED
Location: HIGH COMMAND

The Hot Seat
It's dark, it's cold, and you are tired of your butt being cold when you are facing the fire and your face
being cold when you are warming your butt. Stop by
Camp Fuck a Duck where you can sit between our
fire barrels and have all your sides warm at once.
There's just one catch... While you are in the hot seat,
you have to honestly answer any questions that the
crowd asks you. Can you handle the heat?
Bring: Your cold ass/face.
Location: Camp Fuck a Duck (open camping)

Hi, I'm Joey. I like shorts! They're comfy and easy
to wear. A lot of Trainers hang out around here
Ongoing

Do you have questions? The universe has answers! Let's channel that infinite energy through
Tarot cards to find the information you need.
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You’ve heard of that thing in the desert? Well, this
is That Thing On the Mountain. Welcome Home.
We will be cracking a full set of homebrew kegs
and some sneaky, aged bottles from our stash
throughout the night (look for a camp lead drunkenly waving bottles over their heads). Tunes will
be playing, drums will be drumming (~800pm),
lights and fire will be spinning, and it is all for
YOU. BYO cups, instruments, flow props, dance
moves, and party-startin' spirit. If it’s a cold one,
the fire pit is ready to offer a warm seat to your
bum whenever you aren’t shakin' it. Fire spinners,
please check in with our fire safety team at the
fuel dump before lighting up! While we invite all
ages to come participate in our flow and jam, all
folks that visit our bar and expect to be served
alcohol must absolutely be 21+

Wellness Coaching with Emy (18+)

Salinas Valley Funeral Kazoo
Ever Wanted to play the Funeral Kazoo just like
Boo Radley in East of Eden? Well Find Toaster and
he will show you how to make that sweet sound.

That Thing on The Mountain

Bring: YOU!
Location: First Aid

Bring: Just Yourself
Location: Roving

Thunderous Tarot

Roaming Pokemon Battles

Trampoline Jump OFF

As a health coach, I help people create vibrant
lives. Do you have a wellness dream you need
help turning into a clear goal with action steps?
Or maybe you just can't find the motivation to
make a healthy change? Stop by for a 30 minute
coaching chat!

Bring: kazoo
Location: everywhere

We're bringing you classic Philadelphia love with
our Citywide Wheel of Consequences. Spin if you
dare!

toys, telescope
Location: Nighttime Oasis art installation
5 PM - 5 AM

Thursday

Bring: Cups, instruments, and fire/flow props
Location: Cenosilicaphobia
7 PM-11 PM

Open Camping Open Mic DJ
So you are in open camping, are a DJ and want
to spin at Constellation 2019? Maybe you started
yesterday, or have been spinning before the dirt
was in West Virginia. Bring your controller and
laptop and plug in. And bring thick skin too as you
may get unplugged in short order, or you might
get a superstar residency at BAR. All up to the BAR
employee present at the time. Bribes of all types
accepted.

The Set-Up & Sound Check Party (21+)
The set up crew's dream come true. For all of us
showing up on Thursday, come stop by and get
your drink on after you set up camp. Party starts
once we get the bar and system set up... (and goes
on till we all decide to pull the plug for Thursday
night). "Nuclear Hulk" drink special made with
Equal parts hpnotiq, vodka, tequila, & 3 parts
Mountain Dew.

Bring: Good tracks, controller and laptop
Location: BAR
3PM - 8PM

Location: LoveLab
7 PM - 3 AM

Hippie Hoagie Heaven

Ranger Meet & Greet!

Build a hoagie with meats, cheeses, and lots of veggies for vegetarians. Many condiments and if I am
not lazy, a side or two. Wine available as well as good
conversation. Bring eating gear and it will be filled.
Bring: Eating gear
Location: Camp Nama'Stay In Bed
5 PM - 7 PM

Come and hang out with the Rangers at an
informal meet & greet. We might even have food!
Please note this is not a training: if you would like
to volunteer to ranger at Constellation this year,
please go to the Volunteer signup page for Rangers, and see notes on training there.

Drum Circle at Nighttime Oasis

Location: Ranger HQ (in the Barn)
7:30 PM

Welcome to the grand opening of Nighttime Oasis!
Let us salute the sunset with unamplified music,
dancing and fire flow. Once the stars come out,
we can all lounge on the stargazing bench which
was built especially for Constellation and has an
inclined back. The Oasis will also have Water That
Tases Good. Join us!

Can I Stay Safe at Burning Man?
Join Safety Brew and Progress (aka Darrell) for a
conversation about the real risks one faces at That
Thing in the Desert – and how to balance the fun with
survival. This forum is especially for those who have
not yet been to the Big Burn but also benefits from
the true tales of those who have, in fact, survived.

Bring: Your favorite percussion instrument, fire flow
Thursday
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Bring: Questions, insights, concern for the survival of
others.
Location: Safety Brew Safety Camp
1 PM - 2 PM

Friday
Drop-In Customized Body Art by Squish, All Day
Ever wish you had an artist who would draw you a
custom work of art? Like supporting emerging talent? Looking for inspiration for a new tattoo? Stop
by for the opportunity to receive a one of a kind
ink from Squish! *Results not guaranteed. She is
4.5 years old and considered quite avant-garde in
her artistic vision.
Bring: An arm or a leg for Squish to do her art on
Location: Cenosilicaphobia
9 AM - 9 PM

Gentle Yoga
Begin the day with breathing, being present, and
go through some slow asanas. Practicing outside
is the best and we have a structure if weather is
bad. Taught by 200 RYT.
Bring: Yoga mat, but I have extras
Camp: Camp Nama'Stay In Bed
10 AM - 11 AM

Location: Camp Jellyfish
12 PM - 2 PM

Theme Camp Organizer Social
Do you run a theme camp? Want to learn how to
scale up or do something new? Have questions
or ideas to share with your fellow theme camp
organizers (TCOs)? Are you interested in starting
your own theme camp and looking for some advice? Come to The Bridge (the tall stage) to meet
your fellow TCOs, talk through the challenges (and
benefits!) of running a theme camp, and connect!
Snacks will be provided!
Bring: A cup and plate
Location: The Bridge
12 PM - 1 PM

Naaasty Brunch (21+)
Interested in a nasty but also delicious brunch? Stop
by Camp Naaasty for blue waffles and dirty duchesses.

Fabric Paint Stenciling and Design

Read Some Feelings

Sigils are magical symbols sculpted of words and
images. Each is unique to its maker, and they are
used to manifest a desire. At the Sigil Creation
Station, we’ll have all the materials you’ll need,
and will walk you through the process of how to
create a sigil of your own. Design it, draw it (on
paper or on your body), charge it, and manifest
your desires.

ART AT NOON
Stop by Pigment of the Imagination for stamp
carving (lino)!
Location: within Camp Tasty in open camping
12 PM - 1 PM

Tutus Make People Happy!!!
Nothing puts a smile on your face quite like a
poof of tulle around your waist! All materials and
instructions will be provided for you to make your
own tutu.
Friday

Jigglypuff Karaoke
One of the things that sets OUR Pokemon Gym
apart from all the others is that we're not just a
bunch of dorks standing around wearing silly
costumes - we are that, but we also SING! Come
sing karaoke - Jigglypuff would be proud.

Gather together for the magic of rhythm. All experience levels welcome. If you don't drum, come
dance!

Sigil Creation Station (18+)

Bring: Yourself and your desires.
Location: TBD Lounge
1 PM - 3 PM

Hand Massage (18+)
Sore thumb from setting up camp? Cramped
fingers from too much texting? We will take your
hands and massage all your troubles away.
Location: TBD Lounge
1 PM - 3 PM
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Goddess Training Camp. No Gender Restrictions
for this experience as we all have the blessing of
the goddesses in our souls. All Genders Welcome.
Please attend with an open mind and an expectation of no more than relaxation, with a goal of
potentially finding your inner goddess power and
bringing it to the surface to use as your strength.
Bring: A Mat, Sunscreen if you need it, and an open
mind
Location: Matriarcal Godess Training Camp
3 PM - 4 PM

Social Bridge

Beginner Ukulele Lessons

Bring: A ukelele if you've got one!
Location: Cenosilicaphobia
12 PM - 2 PM

Bring: Just yo'self
Location: Cenosilicaphobia
11 AM - 12 PM

Bring: A cup!
Location: Cenosilicaphobia
2 PM - 4 PM

Location: Oddish
2 PM - 4 PM

Bring: A light colored shirt, pants or anything flat made
of light fabric
Location: RV with CUPCAKE MONKEY & 2 purple
easyups by the burn field
10 AM - 12 PM

Read out loud or to yourself; we've got a lot of
words and a podium.

We all have people in the world that we care
about, and we all have different ways to express
that. The wonderful RainMaker has chosen to
express his feelings about some of his loved ones
by making four specially crafted cocktails that
represent each in different ways. From the colors
and the flavors, down to feelings that went into
each cocktail, we would love if you came down to
share in his expression of love.

Bring: Cup and plate. Maybe a fork too.
Location: Camp Naaasty
12 PM - 1 PM

U-CAN-lele! Learn your first chords and unlock
hundreds of songs that you can start playing
right away! Crystal and Katie will also be available
throughout the burn to give pointers to beginners
or let you try out the instruments. Bring your own
uke if you have one, or use one of ours!

Bring a Tshirt to Stencil

RainMaker's Special Cocktail Hour (21+)

Drum Circle (18+)

Bring: Hand drums, percussion instruments, and a
smile.
Location: The Playaground
2 PM - 4 PM

BARGASM 2019!! (18+)
The inaugural BAR Sybian and Venus orgasm
contest! Wanted: People who like to orgasm and
those who like to watch them, and judgy people
(you know, to be judges). Trophy plaques to take
home and show your Mom what you are good at.
Use your Google Fu to learn about the Sybian and
Venus. This is a no contact event and clothing
optional. Stop by and chat in advance to learn
more about contest details and how you can get
in touch with your inner performance depravity.
Then hang around for Nekkid Happy Hour soon
after at Jellyfish!
Bring: Your libido
Location: BAR
3 PM - 5 PM

52 cards. 53 OCTILLION (yes, you read that right)
possible deals. A bidding system that is as
complex as the card-play itself. Four players, two
teams. One winner. The most challenging game
in the history of the world. (Yes, I claimed it. Take
that, Chess players, Go players, D&D players). Of
course, I'm talking about Contract Bridge. If you
are a bridge player, drop by Camp Stardust on
Friday, from noon to 2 pm. If we can rustle up a
foursome (or two foursomes, or three, or however
many), we'll play. We'll not be entering the world
of cut-throat Duplicate Bridge (at least this time
around); instead, we'll enjoy a light-hearted couple
of hours of Social Bridge to help start off our Burn.
Location: Stardust
3 PM - 5 PM

The Big Deal Happy Hour @ LoveLab (21+)
Eric & Ivy Deal serving their signature drinks Rye
Whiskey Old Fashioneds & Harvest Blues - Music
will be rockin.
Location: LoveLab
4 PM - 6 PM

Performance Poetry and Live Storytelling by Torrey
Live spoken word performance on the Bridge
Stage! Torrey will share an original blend of personal narrative, comedy, and social commentary.
Her spoken word engages the audience through
a dynamic mix of rhythm, rhyme, metaphor, wit,
wordplay, body movement, humor, and soul.
Spoken word that will make you laugh and cry at
the same time.
Bring: just yourself
Location: The Bridge
4 PM - 5 PM

Journey to Your Inner Goddess (18+)
Join me as I help find our inner goddess powers.
A guided imagery journey into your inner mind to
help you pull your inner goddess strength to the
surface. This is a casual gathering bring mats if
you have them. It'll be held in or near Matriarchal
Friday

Ball Camp Happy Hour (21+)
Come one, come all (over 21) for early evening
drinks and ball worshiping. Learn and practice
our secret mating call. If you're lucky, maybe we'll
read from our "Sacred Text". Burner Formal Attire
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Topping It All Off Mashed Potato Bar

Fire Tuba sing-along! From kids songs to YMCA,
and maybe even Ode to Joy - come burst into song
as our tuba bursts into flames

proud to prove it to you. Come drink the best
and most legitimately decommodified alcohol
on playa - all of our offerings were brewed by
on-site camp members, with love, for YOU. We're
slinging a bunch of beers, some crisp dry ciders,
and a handful of different meads. So if you, too,
suffer from Cenosilicaphobia-- fear of an empty
glass-- we're here to help. We will also be serving
non-alcoholic beverages.

Bring: Food gear
Location: Camp Nama"Stay In Bed
6 PM - 7 PM

"What kind of music is this?"
"It's K-pop."
"Did you just say cake pops?!?!"
"I think you just created an event, kid."

Bring: Not a thing!
Location: Cenosilicaphobia
4 PM - 5 PM

Bring: A cup
Location: Cenosilicaphobia
5 PM - 7 PM

Japanese Rope Bondage (Shibari)
Performance (18+)

Bring: A cup or plate
Location: Fuck a Duck (open camping)
7 PM - 8 PM

LUBE Pool (21+)

Coming of Age in the 1980’s: An Original Rock
Opera Mashing Up Hit Songs from the 1980's

requested. PS: We may have gift gowns available.
Bring: Cup, Balls, Cupped Balls, Ball Gowns
Location: Balls Camp (Front Field)
4 PM - 6 PM

Fire Tuba Sing-Along

Join us as ShitShow becomes SLIDEshow for the
3rd time! Best Public LUBE Pool 3 years slipping!
Bathing Suits are MANDATORY.
Bring: Butt Plugs, Towels, Swim Suits
Location: Camp ShitShow
5 PM - 7 PM

Tall Santa visits Constellation
Santa is coming to Constellation, bringing the
tradition of classic gifting and the joy and oddity
of an 8-foot Santa Claus. This is a random event
where Santa will attempt to visit all camps, but
you can improve your odds by heading toward
the sound of the sleigh bells and the Christmas
kazoo. Santa will be bringing his sleigh loaded with gifts that you can choose from - take
something that you'll love, and don't moop it! This
is non-judgmental Santa, so it doesn't matter if
you've been naughty or nice. If you have Christmas
spirit, you're welcome to join in the fun and help to
distribute gifts and fun.

Lyrics from classic songs from the 1980's are
mashed up and interlaced into an epic storyline
that will make you laugh, wriggle, and cry. Eileen
has been dancing with herself for too long. Will
she bop forever? Eileen doesn’t stop believing. She
has faith, faith, faith. And when Rick rolls out his
string of promises, you will feel it coming in the
air tonight. They build themselves a love shack,
and it hurts so good. Rick and Eileen are two
American kids doing the best they can. But when
their relationship comes under pressure, Eileen
must decide: Can we give love one more chance?
Or will this be a total eclipse of the heart? Come
on Eileen! How well do you know your 1980’s music? More than 100 different hits from the 1980's
will make an appearance. Will you catch them all?
Bring: just yourself
Location: The Bridge Stage organized by Emily Dalphy.
Thanks so much for organizing!
5 PM - 6 PM

Come witness the beautiful and elegant art of kinbaku, or as it more commonly known in the West,
shibari. Music plays as the ropes fly and a network
of connections are built. HelloKatie will tie Shira
and then do a self-suspension performance!
Bring: Just your beautiful and open minded self! Maybe
something to sit on.
Location: Camp Contact
6 PM - 7 PM

It's Shocking: Consent Fairy Walkabout

Welcome Home!

Open Invitation Fermentables Happy Hour

Lets Start This Off With a Bang!

For the first hour of our homebrew happy hour, we
invite all fellow home-brewers to stop by and take
advantage of all the curious and thirsty burners
to share their own creations with us (and talk
some shop!) If you have special setup needs (CO2,
picnic tap, etc) try and contact us or swing by
beforehand so we are ready for you! We will also
be serving some non-alcoholic drinks.

5:30 PM - 9:30 PM
Join us as we celebrate with food,
flames, and fireworks. This is the
official Opening Ceremonies for
Constellation 2019! If you're interested
in fire spinning or helping with fire
safety, there will be a mandatory safety
meeting at 6pm at the Bridge!

Bring: A cup, and any home-brew you'd like to share
Location: Cenosilicaphobia
5 PM - 6 PM

Bring: Plate and cup
Location: The Bridge

Homebrew Happy Hour
This ain't your neighbor's home brew, and we're
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Location: TBD Lounge
7 PM - 8 PM

K-pop and Cake pops

S'more Hour
Come join us for s'more hour at Camp LAZER
where you can build your own custom s'more.
Stick with the classic or switch things up by
making a chocolate chip cookie nutella s'more.
Maybe add some caramel. Sit by the fire with your
favorite s'more and some cheap boxed wine.
Bring: cup and plate
Location: Camp Lazer
7 PM - 8 PM

Come find this glowing pixie with electrified wings,
and experience shocking examples of consent
Cauldron Mixer (18+)
done right.
Bubble, wub-wubble, snake oil and trouble, Dare
Location: Launching from Camp Radish, walkabout with to step up to our cauldron for a non-alcoholic
giant lit up chainmail wings
cupful? Stop in if you have a sweet tooth, or enjoy
6 PM - 8 PM (~pre to post-dusk)
a taste of coffin-time. The Lounge is OPEN for
mingling and mixing. Try not to be afraid if there's
a character or two, lurking about... Blessed be to
Nekkid Happy Hour (21+)
those who enter here.
Do you like to groove in the nude? Would you care
to imbibe with a clothes-free vibe? Calling all naBring: a cup and a sweet-tooth.
turists to come join us for a select cocktail menu
Location: Easy Bake Coven
while we celebrate life wearing nothing but the
8 PM - 11 PM
skin we're in.

Nacho Average Happy Hour

Bring: Your bare derriere.
Location: Camp Jellyfish
6 PM - 8 PM

Bring: Joy and spirit (Christmas or otherwise)
Location: Roaming
5 PM - 7 PM

Friday

Real mashed potatoes with a plethora of toppings.
Cheeses, Vegetables, Sauces, Gravy. Come with a cup
or bowl and make your own masherpieces..... Music,
wine, and awesome fire (weather permitting).

Come eat nachos, drink alcohol, and cuddle up
with us! Vegans welcomed and accommodated!

Art Grant Social
Tell us about your art! Meet your fellow art grant
awardees at a special happy hour hosted by the
Deadly Moppets!
Bring: Cup and Plate
Location: Deadly Moppets
6 PM - 7 PM

Fire Wand Basics (18+)
Come learn about fire wand massage, including
techniques, materials, and safety. There will be a
brief discussion and demo and then time for people to experience a session. Individual sessions
may also be offered at other times at our camp by
request.
Friday

Bring: your cup (21+)
Location: Nacho Average Cuddles
8 PM - 9 PM

Zombie Bar Crawl (21+)
Let’s kill some brain cells before the undead feast
upon us. We will be serving Picklebacks as we glam
ourselves up in proper zombie makeup before making our way out onto the Playa. Don’t forget to wear
an outfit to ruin along the way!
Bring: A cup and a t-shirt or outfit to destroy
Location: Camp Dreadful
8 PM - 9 PM

The Ritual Get Down @ LoveLab (pt 1)
All Groove believers can make their pilgrimage
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or more. Nudity is encouraged but not required
-- whatever level of naturism feels right to you is
your good place.

to the LoveLab Funk Palace to participate in the
timeless Ritual of the Get Down:
With rhythm guides:

Bring: Shoes. Rocks hurt feet.
Location: Safety Brew Safety Camp
11 PM - 1 AM

Dj Spot (8-9)
Dj Bugger (9-10)
Dj Psypherix (10-11)

Saturday

Dj mTp (11-12)
Dj Teak (12-1)
Dj Ryan Matthew (1-2)

Yin Yoga

Dj Rekall (2-3)
(There is also a hydration station next to the bar.
You can dance your ass off, but you better stay
hydrated.)

This practice is very meditative and the poses are
held for 3-5 minutes, or longer. Yin targets connective tissue vs. muscles, so asanas are more
passive with little muscular engagement. It is a
great start for Burn Day!

Bring: A cup and and your bootie to shake
Location: LoveLab
8 PM - 5 AM

Bring: Yoga mat, pillow or bolster
Location: Camp Nama"Stay In Bed
10 AM - 11 AM

Alice In Burnerland: A Shadow Puppet Show

Bring a Tshirt to Stencil

Join Alice as she follows the white rabbit into the
wild and wonderous Burnerland. On her journey to
learn more about the culture of this mysterious
world, Alice will meet new and exciting characters, eat food with surprising effects, and try to
keep her head when she comes face to face with
a Queen.

Bring: A light colored shirt, pants or anything flat made
of light fabric
Location: RV with CUPCAKE MONKEY & 2 purple
easyups by the burn field
10 AM - 12 PM

Dj ThirstTrap (3-4)

Fabric Paint Stenciling and Design

Moving Energy - meditation, movement,
breathwork, and chanting

Bring: Nothing
Location: Cenosilicaphobia
9 PM - 10 PM

Kally's Bedtime Stories
Can't sleep? That sucks, but why are you trying to
sleep at 10 on Friday? Instead, you should come
and close your eyes by the campfire and listen to
Kally read a chapter or two from some really cool
fantasy novels (he even does the voices!). If you're
lucky, he might read from his own book: "The Voice
in the Well".

Come on by to move some energy through your
body, ground, and walk away feeling a sense of
clear headed peace. We’ll do some light movement
to get loosened up, a few rounds of breathwork,
meditation, and round it out with chanting. We
will pull from many different lineages, so if the
theory and discussion of those is more your interest be aware that this is a direct practice and not
a discussion. Come get grounded!

Bring: Nothing
Location: Cenosilicaphobia
11 PM - 12 AM

Bring: Blanket or yoga mat optional
Location: Near back wooded glade area entrance (open
camping)
10 AM - 11 AM

The Midnight Streak! (18+)

Waffle Time

The Midnight Streak is a chance to set free your
inner exhibitionist! Join us as we lose our clothes,
and gain our freedom, as so many before us have
at midnight on the Friday of the Burn. This is
streaking to inspire, not to offend! Meet at 11:45
for stretching and preparations at Safety Brew
Safety Camp. We will run throughout the fields
of Constellation, at a mellow pace suitable for
all abilities. We will also make frequent stops at
jamming hot spots and likely dance nekkid at one
Saturday

Homemade goodness with maple syrup and scrapple.
Bring: Plates and utensils, extra toppings you want to
contribute
Location: Camp Videogasm
10 AM - 11 AM

some moves yourselves! Drummers and dancers
alike are welcome.

noon to take a family photo of everyone attending
the event with drone photography.

A drum if you've got it.
Location: Cenosilicaphobia
11 AM - 1 PM

Bring: Yourself and your smile
Location: Effigy Site
12 PM

BCDC Pop Up Pop Song Breakfast

The BEST Happy BURN-Day Party

Breakfast. And champagne. And 80s music.

We are throwing a Burnday Party reminescent
of your childhood birthday parties with a twist...
There will be party hats, decorations and games.
Wrapped gifts to given to game winners and
we will all sing happy burn day to each other
and blow out candle lit cake. Special drinks and
snacks will be served.

Bring: A cup.
Location: Deadly Moppets Lounge
11 AM - 12 PM

INTERGALACTIC CONSTELLATION AUDITION
ANNOUNCEMENT (18+)

Have a question for our event leadership? Do you
have a suggestion on how we can make Constellation 2020 even better? Want to just meet the
group of crazy weirdos who make Constellation
possible? Come to The Bridge (the tall stage)
on Saturday to meet the Constellation 2019
leadership team, including the Fire Pony Creative
Society Board of Directors, event producers, and
coordinators. Snacks and light refreshments will
be provided.

1. Wonderful personality
2. Bright smile
3. Willingness to wear a bow tie
4. Ability to serve canapes on a tray without falling
on the ground
5. Sexy formal bottom wear required / top optional
6. Knowing how to have fun and loving people is
a must
7. No experience necessary, we’ll train you
If you are moving your tail with excitement, we
want to speak with you! We have an eye for talent
and our amazing training program will help you
rise to your highest level. Stop by the Deadly
Moppets Lounge and ask for Roya (our training
specialist) on Saturday Oct 12 at 11 am dressed
and ready to go! The Leadership Meet n’ Greet
starts at noon that same day at The Bridge (the
big stage). Only 5 spots available, give it your all!
Location: Auditions: Deadly Moppets Lounge - ask for
Roya
11 AM

ART AT NOON
Stop by Pigment of the Imagination for stamp
carving (lino)!

Rawa Awaje African Drumming and Dance
Workshop
Come spend time learning about West African
dance and drum culture, as well as picking up

We will gather at the site of the effigy Saturday at
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Constellation Leadership Meet & Greet

Bring:

Location: within Camp Tasty in open camping
12 PM - 1 PM				
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Bring: Cup and Plate
Location: Best Camp
12 PM - 2 PM

Have you ever dreamed of bringing your Chippendale / Exotic wear out of the closet? Wonderful!
Have you ever wanted to dance or sing or crack
jokes while holding a tray? Fantastic! We are looking for 5 fabulous humans of all genders (sorry
other species!) with the following characteristics
for our Intergalactic Constellation Leadership
Meet n’ Greet on Saturday October 12:

Family Photo (18+)

Saturday

Bring: A cup and plate
Location: The Bridge
12 PM - 1 PM

Constellation non-Leadership Meet & Greet
Have a question for our event non-leadership? Do
you have a suggestion for us to ignore because
we are, in no way, leadership? Want to just meet
the group of crazy weirdos who are going to troll
leadership by setting up right across from them?
Come to the field in front of The Bridge (the tall
stage) on Saturday to meet the Constellation 2019
non-leadership team, the entirely made up Board
of Not Directors (B.o.N.D.), event attendees, and ordinaries. Snark and light ridicule will be provided.
Bring: Questions, Curiosity, and Righteous Indignation.
Location: Approximately 50 yards from the Constellation Leadership Meet & Greet
12 PM - 1 PM

Rook Takes Sparkle Pony, or "how i learned to
stop worrying and love the chess tourney"
searching for bobby harvey? look no further! come
join us at camp stardust for a speed chess tournament. there will be chess sets, chess clocks,
and chess players too! indulge your nerdier side,
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and play for a chance to be crowned the chess
champion of Constellation! even if you are only
a chess player en passant, feel free to check out
the tournament - you might just learn something,
mate!

for the ultimate bragging rights. Watch out
though, the living dead are hell bent on making
you their next meal!

Jigglypuff Karaoke

Location: Camp Dreadful
2 PM - 4 PM

One of the things that sets OUR Pokemon Gym
apart from all the others is that we're not just a
bunch of dorks standing around wearing silly
costumes - we are that, but we also SING! Come
sing karaoke - Jigglypuff would be proud.

Bring: Just yourself
Location: Stardust
1 PM - 2 PM

Shitty Tea Tasting
This is a fancy, shitty tea tasting. Come in your
fanciest or shittiest clothes for this posh yet
plebeian event. Try new varieties of tea and discover what you enjoy and what you think is shitty.
Low-quality finger food provided on silver platter.

Bring Out Your Bread/Bride
It's a collaborative grilled cheese wedding reception! Stingray and Extra Medium got married!
Time to break out your wedding dress, bridesmaid
dress, tux, kilt, wedding guest dress, etc. I know,
you said you would shorten, dye, wear it again and
ya never had the chance. Bring it and ACTUALLY
wear the thing again! Also, like usual, we're making
collaborative grilled cheese: you bring the bread,
we got the cheese. We'll make grilled cheese, share
stories, and have a grand old time. Stick around
for the final Ceno Happy Hour at 2!
Bring: Bread! And also a plate.
Location: Cenosilicaphobia
1 PM - 2 PM

Location: Oddish
2 PM - 4 PM

Hot Pepper Roulette

Location: Camp Jellyfish
2 PM - 4 PM

Bring: Plate and something to drink to cool off your
tongue!
Location: General Camping, look for a big green tarp!
2 PM - 4 PM

Final Homebrew Happy Hour
This ain't your neighbor's home brew, and we're
proud to prove it to you. Come drink the best and
most legitimately decommodified alcohol on
playa - all of our offerings were brewed by on-site
camp members, with love, for YOU. We're slinging
a bunch of beers, some crisp dry ciders, and a
handful of different meads. So if you, too, suffer
from Cenosilicaphobia-- fear of an empty glass-we're here to help.
Bring: A cup
Location: Cenosilicaphobia
2 PM - 4 PM

Staying Safe – Emotionally and Beyond –
in Open, Polyamorous, and Non-Traditional
Relationships (18+)

Uncorked: Sex Discussion + Wine (18+)

Join K8, Safety Brew, and Lucifer if he is on site,
to discuss how to protect your heart, your mind,
and your integrity while connecting with others in
ways beyond traditional monogamy. Join us at the
Safety Camp to dive deep.

Uncorked is a sex discussion group with wine.
Everyone submits anonymous questions and
confessions, and then we talk about them. Whether you're curious about kink, asking about sex
party etiquette, or want advice about your current
relationship -- anything goes. Uncorked is open to
people of all genders, orientations, backgrounds,
and experience levels.

Bring: Your truth, your questions, your insights.
Location: Safety Brew Safety Camp
Adult (18+)
1 PM - 2 PM

Blacksmith Class
EVER WANT TO PLAY WITH HOT METAL? Come make
your own bottle opener. This blacksmith class will
allow participants to make their own bottle opener
in only 15 minutes. No experience needed.

Tutus Make People Happy!!!
Nothing puts a smile on your face quite like a
poof of tulle around your waist! All materials and
instructions will be provided for you to make your
own tutu.

Roulette wheel with standard colors, but each
piece of the pie is a different homegrown pepper,
of various heat from mild to "sign a waiver". Free
tacos will be given out to serve as the base for
your pepper luck. Bet on a color and if you win, you
get to choose your pepper, but if you lose you have
to eat the one the wheel landed on.

Bring: Cup if you're too ritzy to drink from the communal tea cup
Location: Shit... Shit. Shit!
1 PM - 3 PM

Saturday

Location: Camp Allidaseuq
1 PM - 5 PM

Bring: Curiosity and a glass (21+)
Location: Matriarchal Goddess Training Camp
2 PM - 4 PM

Dead Man Derby
Think you got what it takes to survive the Zombie
Apocalypse? Come and battle your fellow burners
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Parachute Games
Do you remember the big parachute in PE class
when you were a kid?
Bring: Child like enthusiasm
Location: The Playaground
2 PM - 3 PM

Intro to Japanese Rope Bondage (Shibari) (18+)
Come learn about the beautiful, connective art
of kinbaku, or as it more commonly known in
the West, shibari. We will go over a brief history,
discuss consent, safety concerns, self-tying and
bottoming, as well as learn a few fundamental
ties. Participation is appreciated and encouraged!
Please feel free to bring a consenting bottom to
tie, but these ties can absolutely be practiced on
yourself! It is recommended that you bring 1-2
lengths of 26-30ft 4-6mm rope. Some rope will
be provided on a first come first serve basis. This
is a class and we will maintain an educational
demeanor.
Bring: It is recommended that you bring 1-2 lengths of
26-30ft 4-6mm rope. Some rope will be provided on a
first come first serve basis.
Location: New Haven
3 PM - 4 PM

Beats, Bends and Brews @ LoveLab

Lawn Bowling, Heckling, and Pierogies (18+)
Are you at a total loss what to do with yourself?
Have we got the event for you! Sports, snacks,
rude insults, and drinking-ing-ing... What more
could you want!? Bring a rug that ties the room
together and your best insults.
Bring: A cup, an appetite, mad bowling skills, and your
best insults!
Location: The Gang Moves Out of Open Camping
2 PM - 3 PM

Vietnamese Iced Coffee
Experience the iced-cold-caffeine delights of
Caphe Suada, a century-old coffee beverage
served in the traditional style of Southeast Asia.
Suada, also known as "Vietnamese Iced Coffee,"
is renowned for its strength and sweetness.
So whether you're already a big Suada fan, or
just a parched and drowsy burner with a sweet
tooth, obey that craving and get yourself over to
Stardust! (inspired by VICE, the Vietnamese Iced
Coffee Experience, who have been serving up suada at Burning Man for over 15 years)
Bring: Vacant adenosine receptors & a sweet tooth
Location: Stardust
3 PM - 4 PM

Vinyasa Yoga Flow with Joey Fabulous & Dj Ryan
Matthew (followed by the Big Deal Happy Hour, so
bring your cups too)
Bring: Yoga mat or similar (if you have it)
Location: LoveLab
3 PM - 4 PM

Keeping ART Safe: A Framing Workshop
Some art is meant to be burned or destroyed but
some is meant to endure. One way to help it survive is by enclosing it in a frame. Our campmate
Harry is a very experienced framer and will share
guidance on his art.
Bring: Unframed or poorly framed canvasses, or some
will be available
Location: Safety Brew Safety Camp
3 PM - 5 PM

The Big Deal Happy Hour @ LoveLab (21+)
Eric & Ivy Deal serving their signature drinks Rye
Whiskey Old Fashioneds & Harvest Blues - Music
will be rockin.
Location: LoveLab
4 PM - 6 PM

Conclave Fire Safety Meeting

Come drink Spacebar's famous Carmel Apple
Sangria! Supplies are limited so get your butts
over here!

Required safety meeting if you want to perform OR
fire safety with one of the most chillaxed and welcoming conclaves in town. All ages and skill levels
are welcome, as we prepare you for a fantastic
way to celebrate our community and gift your art!

Bring: Cup and a chair!
Location: Spacebar
3 PM - 4 PM

Bring: Your friend to fire safety
Location: The Bridge
4 PM - 5 PM

Sangria Hour at Spacebar! (21+)

Saturday
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CAMP TASTY 4:21 POT LUCK
Stop by Camp Tasty for our traditional post420 pot luck party to chow down on a variety of
munchies and delectable delights, both sweet and
salty! This event begins at 4:21pm sharp!
Bring: cup and plate are helpful, but not necessary
Location: Camp Tasty in open camping
4 PM - 5 PM

This will be the one everybody talks about for a
bit of a while to come (pun probably intended).
Yes, there will truly be a live sex demonstration at
Safety Brew Safety Camp. This is a no-photo event.
Adults only. Audience participation permitted but
not expected; enthusiastic consent is the name of
this safe event.

Its Fireball Time (@LoveLab)(21+)
Ask Leah "what time is it?" and its Fireball Shots
for everyone! (seriously, ask her... There is a story
behind this). Light that fire in ya right before we
roll out to see the effigy burn.
Location: LoveLab
6 PM - 7 PM

Naked Parade
I want to have a naked parade through all of the
playa so people can feel free to be in a group of
the nudes and recruit others along the way :)

Bring: Cup
Location: Camp Nama'Stay In Bed
8 PM - 12 AM

The Ritual Get Down @ LoveLab (pt 2) (21+)

Live Safe Sex Demonstration! (18+)

Bring: Your favorite ingredients for safe lovemaking;
questions; an open mind.
Location: Safety Brew Safety Camp
5 PM - 6 PM

very close to the burn field. They will flow until
they are gone!

Celebrating the Engagement of Teak & Joe in total
LoveLab style - Thumpin' the beats under the stars
with a bar full of booze. "Down The Rabbit Hole"
(Bar Service) - Choose between Red or Blue Kamikazes and see how far the rabbit hole goes.
Dj Ryan Matthew (Post burn - midnight)
Dj Teak (12-130)
Dj Dystract (130-230)
Dj Rekall (230-330)
Dj Psypherix (330-430)
(There is also a hydration station next to the bar.
You can dance your ass off, but you better stay
hydrated)
Bring: A cup and your need to party
Location: LoveLab
10 PM - 5 AM

Hot Chocolate Bar
It's frickin cold! Come warm up with freshly made
hot chocolate and a smorgasbord (a literal smorgasbord!) of alcoholic and non-alcoholic additives
like godiva, creme de menthe, marshmallows and
chocolate chips! Don't forget your empty mug, and
get ready to warm up from the inside out! We'll
keep going til we run out.

Bring: whistles, flags, bells, anything you want to
make noise with, or just your wonderful self.

Bring: A mug or other vessel that can hold hot drinks
Location: Cenosilicaphobia
11 PM - 12 AM

Location: Throughout all of camp
7 PM - 7 PM

Earth Pig Potatoes

The Coven Lounge (18+)

Come enjoy baked potatoes cooked in olive oil in
the remains of the effigy burn.

If you're looking for a spooky place to cuddle, chat,
or commune with spirits, come rest your bones at
Easy Bake Coven. The Lounge is now OPEN as long
as the devils let our lights be on. Blessed be to
those who enter here.
Location: Easy Bake Coven
8 PM - 11 PM

Burn Night Kegger (21+)
Visit us before the burn for some brew, we will
have dark and light craft beer kegs on tap. Some
light munchies available too. After the burn come
back over to camp and refill your cups before
heading off for more shenanigans. We are placed
Saturday

Bring: your own utensils and toppings (we'll have sour
cream and cheese)
Location: effigy
11 PM - 11 PM

ART AT MIDNIGHT
After the effigy burns on Saturday, be sure to stop
by the Pigment of the Imagination for Art at Midnight! We’ll be painting and drawing dicks, clits,
and monsters!
Location: within Camp Tasty in open camping
11 PM - 1 AM
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Male Beauty Pageant

Sunday
Is it after midnight?
Come sing Happy Birthday to Steve at Camp Fuck
a Duck. The worse you sing it, the better it is. Did
you miss it? Nope, we are doing it again.
Your best tone-deaf Ethel Merman impersonation
Camp Fuck a Duck (open camping)
12 AM - 1 AM

Sunday Morning Pyramid Sermon
Our esteemed High Pyramid Priestess Alessandra
Entendre Al Faeye will elevate and triangulate,
pontificate and pyramidicate, bringing in the
dawn with fresh perspective on shapes and the
meaning of Pyramids, and of course, spontaneous
cult--I mean, club initiations!
Bring: A chair and all of your triangles and pyramids.
Offerings to the Pyramid Gods are also accepted.
Location: The Pyramid Club, in Open Camping!
6 AM - 8 AM

Bring a Tshirt to Stencil

Come participate in the first ever Male Beauty
Pageant hosted by Matriarchal Goddess Training
Camp. The competition is open to everyone and
consists of 4 rounds: swimwear, evening wear,
talent, and Q&A. Judging will be subjective and
questionable. Talents can be outsourced. All
judges are bribable. Come cheer on your favorite
"male" contestants in this sassy twist on an
old-fashioned favorite.
Bring: a great smile, killer legs, friends & attitude
Location: The Bridge
2 PM - 3 PM

Spooky Rock Painting
Black Rock? BORING. Soft Rock? PEDANTIC. Fraggle
Rock? WORRIES FOR ANOTHER DAY! Come chill and
create your mineral masterpiece in our spooky
rock painting craft session.
Location: Camp Dreadful
2 PM - 4 PM

Because...Tacos
Tacos, Tacos, Tacos!!! Beef, chicken, vegan. Hard,
soft, chips. And all the fixins'!

Fabric Paint Stenciling and Design
Bring: A light colored shirt, pants or anything flat made
of light fabric
Location: RV with CUPCAKE MONKEY & 2 purple
easyups by the burn field
10 AM - 12 PM

Mimosa Train (21+)
CHOO CHOO!!! The Mimosa Train will be making
its journey around the Playa and bringing you
delicious ice cold mimosas. Will your camp be an
impromptu Station? Listen out for the train.
Bring: Cup
Location: All over Playa
11 AM - 12 AM

Beer Puppet Face-Off (21+)
Like beer? Like chugging beer, to the raucous
cheers and calls of the crowd? Think you've got
what it takes to master our beer puppets? Come
one, come all, and dare to use handles and string
to bring that cup of cold, crisp beer to your lips
before your competitor does. Don't rush TOO fast,
though - the beer puppets punish the unwary with
cold, crisp showers of our precious brews!
Bring: Clothes you don't mind getting beer on
Location: Cenosilicaphobia
1 PM - 2 PM

Sunday

Bring: Your own plate and utensils.
Location: Camp Jellyfish
2 PM - 3 PM

Vietnamese Iced Coffee
Experience the iced-cold-caffeine delights of
Caphe Suada, a century-old coffee beverage
served in the traditional style of Southeast Asia.
Suada, also known as "Vietnamese Iced Coffee,"
is renowned for its strength and sweetness.
So whether you're already a big Suada fan, or
just a parched and drowsy burner with a sweet
tooth, obey that craving and get yourself over to
Stardust! (inspired by VICE, the Vietnamese Iced
Coffee Experience, who have been serving up suada at Burning Man for over 15 years)
Bring: Vacant adenosine receptors & a sweet tooth
Location: Stardust
3 PM - 4 PM

Tutus Make People Happy!!!
Nothing puts a smile on your face quite like a
poof of tulle around your waist! All materials and
instructions will be provided for you to make your
own tutu.
Location: Camp Jellyfish
3 PM - 5 PM
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Keeping ART Safe: A Framing Workshop

T R AV E L E R ' S N OT E B O O K F O R T H E R E C E N T LY R E L E A S E D

See Saturday at 3-5. Seasoned framer sharing tips
and framing on-site!
Bring: Art to be framed
Location: Safety Brew Safety Camp
3 PM - 5 PM

Pop Music Through the Decades
now we will tesser

we will wrinkle again

~ So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish ~
Bon voyage to you and all your stuff!
Please blast off by noon Monday!

do you understand?

OK, so it’s Sunday afternoon and your head hurts.
And you’ve listened to more four on the floor in
the last three days than you have in the last three
months (hopefully for a bit at BAR!). You just want
to chill and listen to some good ol’ pop music at
a comfortable volume level that won’t induce tinnitus before you finish your drink. We’ll be playing
random Billboard hits from each decade on the
hour. During the 5:00 hour the 50’s, the 6:00 hour
the 60’s, the 7:00 hour the 70’s, got it? Will start
at no later than 4:00 with the 40’s, and we might
even start earlier with the 20’s or 30’s. And we
plan to go until at least the 90’s (unless this event
sucks balls as some have predicted).
Bring: Your 80's spirit
Location: BAR
4 PM - 10 PM

Open Mic + Poetry Slam (Music, Comedy,
Poetry, and More)
Come strut your stuff on the Bridge Stage! Torrey
will host this two hour open mic, sharing some of
her original material along the way. Slam poetry.
Storytelling. Music. Dance. Comedy. And more!
Show us what you've got! Mixed into the mic will
be a Constellation twist on the classic poetry
slam. No eliminations. And judges will evaluate
the poems through abstract and silly categories,
rather than numbers. Show up early if you want
to slam or judge. Come by anytime if you want to
audience or perform!
Bring: you, yourself, and your performance art
Location: The Bridge
4 PM - 6 PM

Monday
Mandatory Staff Meeting
Everyone must attend-- arrive by 8AM sharp. We
will be splitting into groups for team-building
activities and role playing exercises. Performance
reviews will be distributed. Coffee and donuts
provided.

FIG 1

Bring: A good attitude
Location: Karnak's tent
8:00:00 AM 9:00:00 AM
Sunday
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CONSTELLATION COMMUNITY PRINCIPLES
SELF-EXPRESSION
Our events foster an environment of creative self-expression, where participants feel supported to honestly express their inner selves through artistic creation,
performance, and in their social interactions.

SELF-ORGANIZATION
Our events foster an environment of self-organization.
The event is 100% volunteer run. No one gets comp
tickets. Everyone is invited to play. Everyone is invited
to work.

ACCOUNTABILITY
Our events foster an environment of personal accountability, where we hold ourselves responsible for our

own actions and take personal responsibility for
meeting our own needs, for the event itself, and
for the event’s impact on the world at large.

COOPERATION
Our events foster an environment of cooperation, where participants work together to
resolve potential conflicts respectfully, to help
mediate conflicts between others, and to create
art, performance, and social space on a larger
scale than one person could alone. Additionally,
participants seek to keep events sustainable by
volunteering, cleaning up after themselves, and
assuming personal responsibility for conducting themselves in accordance with local, state,
and federal laws.

RESPECT & CONSENT
Constellation is an experiment in community, ad-hocracy, and do-ocracy. Respect is
fundamental to this community. Please respect yourself, other participants, and our hosts.
Participants can be held liable for endangering or injuring other participants or their property.
Please plan all projects and activities accordingly and use common sense.
Self-Expression and Cooperation require a social
contract to make our event a safe place to play. These
rules apply to everyone regardless of their gender
or sexual orientation. Remember that not everyone
wants your attention so be courteous and always ask
for consent.
What do we mean by consent? Consent is an affirmative, unambiguous, and conscious decision by
each participant to engage in mutually agreed-upon
activity. The consent has to be ongoing throughout
any encounter. While consent is generally spoken
about in terms of sexual activity, it extends beyond
this at Constellation. We apply the same guidelines to
taking pictures of others, hugging, entering a camp’s
private space, etc. While we strive to make Constellation a safe place for everyone, assumptions can be
made (sometimes from those who have never been to
a Burn before) about what is acceptable and what is
not. The following is Constellation’s stance on consent
and "best practices" for protecting yourself and others.
1. NO always means NO. Only YES means YES. Get an
enthusiastic YES before proceeding with anything
that might infringe on someone else’s boundaries.
After someone has said NO, cajoling, pleading, or
any form of emotional blackmail is UNACCEPTABLE.
2. YES can turn into a NO at any time and that needs
to be respected. You or the other person don’t have
to go along with something, even if it was previous-

ly agreed on. If you change your mind you should
speak up, and if someone else changes their mind
you should act in accordance with that new boundary.
3. Before you assume someone wants your physical
attentions, ASK. Being direct is OK. This includes
anything from hugs, spankings, kissing, etc. Some
people do not want to be touched, and that should
be respected. Asking is expected protocol, and sexier
than you might think. Not respecting these boundaries can be considered sexual assault, and will not
be tolerated at the event.
4. Respect the moment. Comfort levels vary at different times and with different people. Even if a person
seems comfortable with one person touching them
does not mean they are ok with everyone touching
them.
5. If you’re not sure if what you’re about to do is ok,
either where you are, or who you are with, ask. Not
everything is a good idea everywhere.
6. Being under the influence is not an excuse for infringing on others boundaries. Consider your level of
sobriety. Are you able to ask permission and respect
others’ boundaries? Consider the other person’s level of sobriety. Are they able to give consent? TIP: You
can say that you would rather wait until you both
have your full judgment before doing anything you
may regret later.

THE 10 PRINCIPLES OF BURNING MAN
RADICAL INCLUSION
Anyone may be a part of Burning Man.
We welcome and respect the stranger. No
prerequisites exist for participation in our
community.

GIFTING
Burning Man is devoted to acts of gift
giving. The value of a gift is unconditional.
Gifting does not contemplate a return or
an exchange for something of equal value.

DECOMMODIFICATION
In order to preserve the spirit of gifting,
our community seeks to create social
environments that are unmediated by
commercial sponsorships, transactions,
or advertising. We stand ready to protect
our culture from such exploitation. We
resist the substitution of consumption for
participatory experience.

RADICAL SELF-RELIANCE
Burning Man encourages the individual to
discover, exercise, and rely on his or her
inner resources.

RADICAL SELF-EXPRESSION
Radical self-expression arises from the
unique gifts of the individual. No one other
than the individual or a collaborating
group can determine its content. It is
offered as a gift to others. In this spirit,
the giver should respect the rights and
liberties of the recipient.

COMMUNAL EFFORT
Our community values creative
cooperation and collaboration. We strive
to produce, promote, and protect social
networks, public spaces, works of art, and
methods of communication that support
such interaction.

10 PRINCIPLES SYMBOLS: JAMESWICKHAM.COM

CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY
We value civil society. Community
members who organize events
should assume responsibility for
public welfare and endeavor to
communicate civic responsibilities
to participants. They must also
assume responsibility for conducting
events in accordance with local,
state, and federal laws.

LEAVING NO TRACE
Our community respects the
environment. We are committed
to leaving no physical trace of
our activities wherever we gather.
We clean up after ourselves and
endeavor, whenever possible, to leave
such places in a better state than
when we found them.

PARTICIPATION
Our community is committed to
a radically participatory ethic. We
believe that transformative change,
whether in the individual or in
society, can occur only through
the medium of deeply personal
participation. We achieve being
through doing. Everyone is invited to
work. Everyone is invited to play. We
make the world real through actions
that open the heart.

IMMEDIACY
Immediate experience is, in many
ways, the most important touchstone
of value in our culture. We seek
to overcome barriers that stand
between us and a recognition of
our inner selves, the reality of those
around us, participation in society,
and contact with a natural world
exceeding human powers. No idea
can substitute for this experience.

